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From: Mary Olson <nls.se mindspring.com>
To: oh nrc.gov>
Date: 6113/03 6:15PM
Subject: Additional MFFF comment I [Fwd: BREDL's EPA petition on SRSJ

Nuclear Infrmation and Resource Service
Southeast Offsce
PO BOX 7!;86
Asheville, NC 28802

May 30, 20:)3

Michael T. l.essar c/o Tim Harris - via e-mail : c: mj
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingtoi, DC 20555

Dear Mes Lessar and Harris,

I would like to submit the following as an additonal comment for
Nuclear Inr:zmation and Resource Service. -

We are fonvrarding the attached (on this message) from Louis Zeller of o 
the Blue Ri;5ge Environmental Defense League which includes 2 documents:
their submission to the US Environmental Protection Agency In objection
to the Title V permit issued to the DOE for the Savannah River Site, and
particularly the second document their reply to the South Carolina
DepartmenI of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) after the permit
was award d. Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League's work, summarized
in these submissions to DHEC and EPA. clearly establishes that the
Savannah l:iver Site does not currently meet five Title V emission
standards i Wth the existing operations at the Site. The addition of the
Pit Disasse mbly and Conversion, waste processing, MOX Fuel Factory, and
.now, likely because of these plutonium missions, the siting of the
Modern Pit Facility may, in fact, cause additional violations. The most
troubling nton-complance in terms of these rew plutonium factories is
the fact the t SRS exceeds NESHAPS.- National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants standard of 1 0 millirems to the public under

* the currently permitted activities. The incinerator is clearly part of
what is at i;sue in this determination, but there Is nothing to ensure
that it. or a similar operation will not be utUized during the term of
operation cf the MFFF, since t Is included in the currently permitted
activities.

The EIS m:jst show that any ADDITIONAL activities and cumulative and
additive activities would not result in exceeding the NESHAP limit when
combined with current operations. Further, the NESHAP is written in
mililrems Io' individuals off site.There is no current monitoring done
by DOE. oi reported in the DEIS that can, In fact confirm public doses
from all cu rent sources of radiation exposure to the public at SRS.

The Blue F;idge Environmental Defense League (BREDL) documents also
Include abtindant information about the use of HEPA fillers that is not
included in the DEIS on the MFFF. HEPA filters clearly can contribute to
additional adioactive air emissions.

While BRE OL may have submitted this nformation in their comments on the
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MFFF. the purpose of this submission is to reinforce our own earlier
comments about how additional construction, operation and waste
generation lit SRS might cause the Site to exceed current regulations. We
find that the BREDL submission, and the supporting documents referenced
or additicnhal substance to our assertion, and ask that you consider
It In detail.

It Is clear.ic us that the accident analysis NRC did for the MFFF and
* PDCF ikol' apply to many other accident scenarios --and actual

accidents M iat have occurred - from currant and past operations at SRS.
If this Is the case, then the environmental justice concerns that apply
to any future accident apply to the mpacts associated with violating
emission lirnis and other standards. We believe that it is a violation
of the principles of equal protection under the-law for NRC to grant
additional lii:enses to additional activities at SRS that will exacerbate
-an existing problem of environmenlal discrimination and injustice.

Finally, we would like to bring to the Commission's attention the Issues
being consdered at Erwin, Tennessee's Nuclear Fuel SeMcCs
(see:
http:/Ifrwet gate5.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/waisgate.cg?WAISdoclD-44231 1280+1 OfO&WAISactiorretr
leve)

NFS is applying for a license amendment to reduce the source term at
their site, since they are digging up soil that no longer meets
applicable standards, and sending it to Utah. NFS is cleaning up waste
burial grou.ids because they are not licensed lo be a nuclear waste dump.
NIRS woul:l like to submit to NRC that there is no reason to think that
sending wiste over the fence line into an unlicensed burial ground at
Savannah River Site is any different than Nuclear Fuel Services burying
waste on tU;eir own site. In both cases It Is wrong, it Is bad for ground
water, surf ice water, workers, wild le and any other living thing you
want to me rition. It is a disgrace...and yet, that Is tie answer that DOE
and Duke IOGEMA Stone offer us...just dump it next door, out of NRC's
regulalory;a;pace. This Is not adequate or acceplable...and the
environme tal mpacts of doing so should be explicated in detail in this
document, not merely stated that the SRS has waste capacity to take it.

Respectfully Submitted,

Mary Olsoi
nirs.se m ndspring.com

CC: Lou & Janet+Zolier <BREDL0CSkyBest.Com>
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